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Abstract : The riuclualion model of CW modc^locked dye laser, applied on a passively 
mode-locked solid state laser with a saturable absorber is presented. Tbe pulse evolution from 
initial noise like signal into a single picosecond pulse is investigated. The computational intensity 
traces is done for the ca.se with pas.sive mode-locked Ti : sapphire with DDI as a saturable 
absorber, llie  result is in good agreement with the cxpenmcnial data.
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1. Introduction
Ti : AJ2O 3  laser has the required bandwidth for directly generating very short tunable pulses at 
higher average power. Several m ode-lock ing  techniques have been demonstrated for the 
T i : sapphire [ 1,2,3*4]. The passive m ode-lock ing with a saturable absorber is the sim plest 
la.scr system. In the case o f  passive m ode-locking solid slate laser system s, the laser operates 
in ihc well known Q-switched regime, several giant pulses arc generated during a single laser 
shot. The formation lim e o f  the ultra short pulse (usp) from the initial fluctuations o f  
mtracaviiy radiation is rather short. This affects the efficiency and reproducibility o f m ode- 
IcKked p u lses.S evera l aticmpLs have been made to generate CW usp by a passive m o d c -  
l(x:kcd solid slate laser system. For exam ple, Komarov et al  [5J had obtained a reproducible 
generation o f usp with a passive mcxlc-locked solid state (ruby) laser by using optoelectronic 
inverse feedback technique in which the mechanism o f the usp formation is changed into a 
dynamic one. Thus, the solid  stale laser is analogous to a dye laser for its transient 
characteristics. In this paper, w e investigate a fluctuation model em ploying the m ode locked  
dye laser like mechanism for the case o f  direct generation o f  usp using passive m ode-locked  
fi : sapphii'Ie with saturable absorber technique. Results o f  ihe numerical simulation for the 
( W passive m ode-locked  Ti : sapphire laser with l,l-d icth y l-2 ,2 '-d icarb ocyan in e iodide
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(DDI) dye as a salurable absorber are compared with the experimental results achieved by 
Sarukurae/o/[1].
2 . T h eo re tica l d escrip tio n
The generation of ultra-short optical pulses as a result of mode-locking by saturable absorbers 
has been subject to extensive study. Garmire and Yariv presented one of the earliest 
discussions of passive mode-locking theory in terms of travelling optical pulses. On the basis 
of a simple rale equation model, they showed that the energy absgrbed by the saturable 
absorber decreased monotonically as pulse width is reduced.
The theories by New [6.7] relate separately to lasers of quasicontinuous (QC) and 
pulsed type. The term QC is to describe lasers in which gain medium relaxation time T is 
comparable to the cavity u^sit time (dye laser is atypical example). Systems of this 
kind are well suited to CW operation. The lasing medium has little ability to store energy so 
when laser action begins the photon flux rapidly comes into equilibrium with the pump with 
only minor Q-switching effects. On the other hand, neodymium and ruby (solid state) lasers 
are typical pulsed system, having relaxation times T|^which are many orders of magnitukjle 
larger than . Powerful Q-switching phenomena are readily observed and CW operation h  
very difficult to achieve.
In solid state lasers, mode locking has been p>ictured as the continued sharpening of an 
initial pulse by the nonlinear absorption. As the pulse propagates back and forth inside the 
cavity the unsaturated state of the absorber sharpens iLs leading edge and its fast relaxation 
cuts down the trailing edge. The pulse length is then limited by the saturable absorber life 
time. In dye lasers, the generation of pulses much shorter than this relaxation time has been 
examined. In this regime. New [8] showed that the combined action of the amplifier and 
absorer saturation leads to rapid pulse compression even when the pulse duration is far 
shorter than the relaxation time of cither of the nonlinear components. Yasa et al [9] showed 
that the relaxation times of the resondnt media must be taken into account. Now we shall 
discuss circumstances under which CW mode-locking operates in ihe light of the previous 
theories [6.10]. For passive mode-locking of both pulsed and QC lasers, rate equation 
theories havp proved to be particularly valuable. Our discussion is based on the simple ring- 
cavily model.
The rate equations describe the propagation of the optical signal through the composite 
amplifying and absorbing medium. One approach to the mode-locking problem is to study 
the stability of solution of the rate-equations. Following the same procedures by New and 
Rea [10] leads to the mathematical conditions for (X -^operation
(1)< exp -  Ij -  r
where Ls the unsaturated gain factor. is the unsaturated absorption coefficient and F is 
the linear loss coefficient all per round trip, s is the ratio of the absorption cross section of the 
absorber tc>thc emission cross section of the gain medium (<T^ /(Ja) and f  is the ratio 
where T is the relaxation lime of absorber. Since must exceed unity for lasing 
to begin with a fundamental condition for mode-locking is clearly
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When eqs. (1) and (2) arc satisfied, there is a critical value o f  the cavity length that has to be 
adjusted for optimum performance. In passively m cxie-lockcd solid stale lasers, s  is typically 
around 1 0  or 1 0  , /  in the range 1 0 ^ - 1 0 "^ w h ile  the norm alized cav ity  length  
(/« =  ^ c .v /7 ’ui) be less than 10 (for Ti : sapphire with D D I 7’ ,^= / =  8  x  10 ^
and A = 2 x 'lO ^ . Under these circumstances the stability is so weak that the system s lend to 
exhibit relaxation oscillation unless great care is taken. The analysis show s that best m ode 
leaking is achieved with high values o f s and that the cavity length has to be adjusted to the 
correct value for optimum performance. Computer simulations trace all stages o f  the m ode 
locking development with the cavity initially filled with random noise and towards the end a 
single pulse is being com pressed were show n in R efs. [7 ,9 .11 ,12]. W e present here the 
nuxlcl for CW  dye m ode locked laser using the com putational model for the initial laser 
lluorcsccncc iluctuation pattern described in Ref. [ 13] to show  numerically how these initial 
iluciijaiions ev o lv e  into a single p icosecond pulse for the passively  CW m ode locked  
T i : siipphirc with DDI as a .saturable absorber.
3 . T h eo re tic a l m o d el
From the theories for passive mode-locking already reported by Yasa eial  [9], Yasa [11] and 
Waianabc ct al  [121, we have made die computer fomiulation by using Ti : sapphire as a gain 
medium instciid o f  the dye gain medium. In the following, w c briefly dc.scribe the theories.
N oisc-like pulses initially present in the cavity will be resonantly amplified by the gain 
medium T i ; AI2O 3  and resonantly absorbed by the absorber DDI. During die m +1-th  transit
across die cavity, the pulse travels distance x  through the gain me^lium. Then the intensity / ( t) 
can be expressed as
/(T ) = f^ (T )e x p (A (r ) ) , (3)
'vherc r is the local lime ( = i - x / c ) ,  c is die light velocity and A (t) is the integrated gain and
siUlsflCS
3A{ T) A( T) _  . , , , , ,  \
------  -f f  ( D |exp {A)  - \\ = f -
(h
(4)
WIhtc is the unsaturated gam coelTicienl given by
‘tnd 7 ’^^  ^ IS the active medium effective relaxation lime and is given by 
= n/T-,,, + o / ^ r ’ and <y^  =
the stimulated em ission and the tibsorplion cross sections o f the Ti : sapphire gain 
medium rcsi>eciively, is the concentration o f Ti (or wt. % Ti2 0  ^ in Al 2O 3 ) , is the gain 
medium rod length, cr^  a n d a r c  die pump absorption cross section and the pump intensity. 
Wc may consider /(r) with the time dependent cavity losses as io llow s
/a . i (T )- /(T )cxp (Z ?(r)) , (5)
where B(r )  is die integrateej time dependent cavity loss due to the DDI absorption and satisfies
r)7lt (4) 7
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0),/(T) lcxp(fl(T))- 11 = ^  
dr ' hef ' hef (6)
Where
and O), is the D D l absoipiion cross section, is the concentration o f the DDI and d 2 is the 
thickness o f  the dye jet. Eqs, (3 )-(h ) have been used to simulate the multi-pass formation o f  
the initial pattern which consists o f  triangular intensity spikes with random distributed peaks 
each o f  6  p icoseconds at the base. C avity losses are introduced as lumped loss exp {F)  
multiplying the pulses after each transit. The numerical solution o f the partial differential eqs. 
(4) and (6 ) can be accomplished by representing these equations in the difference form as
f  S \  8




5  ^ B  S
\ b  -  5,  [exp ( f ? , ) - l ]  + ,
M) M \
where the / subscribt denotes the i-lh lluctualion o f the lluctuation pattern and 8  is the 
llucluation widih. To determine the width for each fluctuation m the pass w+1 we use tlie 
folkiwm g formula [13]
<.L+
where Y = (A^- l / i j -  r)/l£^„.The parameters are taken as [1,3]
F 4 X  10“'  ^cm“^ , = I x  10“'  ^enr, T y ,  = 3 ps •
The Ti concentration is
n^J = 6 . 6 x lo '^  m olecules/cm ^  
or 0 02 wt. % Ti 2 0 :» in A1 ,
-i‘i :
d^ = 2  cm, (Jp = 2 . 1 x 1 0  cm and 
Ip = 1 . 6 x 1 0 “ p h o lo n s /cn r  s .
The absorber parameters are set as [1,14]
G,, = 8 x 1 0  c m - ,  Tu, = 17 p s .
the dye eonceniration is l x  10 M m ethylene. The results presented here are for 
concentration l x  10  ^ M, i.e.
nry  = 6.023 X  10'^ molecules /  cm  ^ and d i  -  5 pm.
The unsaturated gain, loss and the cavity time-indcpendClil loss are 
A„ = 1.6, = -0 .2 4  and F  -  0 .05, respectively.
PYom eqs. (3) -- (6 ) and includmg the cavity losses the single-pass net gain G^  is 
G^ -  A { t )+ B { t) -  F
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4. Discussion
As seen in Figure I the typical results of the calculated pulse intensities and the net gain 
profiles are shown at certain stages of the evolution. The pulse intensity traces and gain 
profiles after round trips 1, 2, 5, 20, 30 and 40 arc shown in Figures l(a, b, c, d, e and 0 
respectively. The horizontal axis extend over the cavity single pass time. The early stages of 
evolution are presented in Figures 1 (a, b and c). After the first round trip the pulse
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Figure 1. niic local nine response of ihc pulse intensities and the net gain at (a) the first round 
inp with ihc intensity scale is 0.5 x 10^ photons/cm^ s and the gain scale is 1, (b) the second 
n>und trip with intensity scale 0.5 x 10^ phoions/cm^s and the gain scale is 1, (c) the 5-ih round 
trip, the intensity scale is 0.415 x 10^ photons/cm^s and the gam scale is I, (d) the 20-ih round 
trip, the intensity scale is 1.01 x 10^ photons/cm^s and the gain scale is 1, (c) the 30-th round trip, 
the intensity scale is 1.02 x 10^ pholons/cm^ and the gain scale i.s 0f)5, the pulse-width 5 is 4.3 
ps, (0  the 40-ih round trip the intensity scale is 1.5 x 10® phoions/cm^ s and the gain scale is 
0.0042, 8= 4 .2 8  ps.
encounters a linear gain and the intensity is not sufficiently high to invert the absorber 
(figure 1). Figures 1 (b and c) show that tlie nonlinear mechanism is functioning. A portion
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of the initial intensity fluctuations being amplified while the rest of the cavity field undergoing 
losses. This means that the most intense pulses will invert the absorber and faces no 
absorption. At Ihe iweniielh round trip Figure Id the net round trip gain the pulses encounter 
extend over a small duration and is very high. At the thirtieth round trip as shown in Figure 
le the duration of the pulse tp becomes 4.3 ps shorter than the duration of the initial spike. 
Moreover the net gain region becomes shorter that leads the pulse duration to become 4.28 ps 
at the fortieth round Uip in Figure If.
Traces of the net gain as a function of the IcKal time that a pulse experiences over its 
duration, and the pulse intensity after the first, tenth, twentieth, thirtieth and fortieth round













Figure 2. The nci gain as a function of local time that a pulse expencnces over its (lurati<ni ami 
the pulse intensity at (a) the first found inp, the intensity scale is 9 x 10^ ** photons/cni^ s. fb) the 
lO'th round trip with scale 4 x 10^  ^photons / ciik s  for intensity, (c) Ihe 20-th round trip, scale is 
8 X 10^' photons/cm^ s, (di the 30-th round trip, scale is 2.4 x 10^  ^photons/cm^ s and (e) the 40 
th round trip are 6 x phoions/cm^ s The scale toi gain is I.
trips are shown in Figures 2 (a. b. c, d. e) respectively. In Figure 3, the pulse-width versus 
the number of round trips through the cavity is presented.
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Sarukura eial [ 1 ] presented experimentally the Hrst CW passive mode-locking of the 
T i : sapphire laser with saturable absorbing dyes, the technique which is widely used for dye 
lasers. They achieved a very stable CW passive mode-locking of a T i : sapphire laser with an 
ultraihin jet flow of DDI as a saturable absorber. The minimum pulse width obtained was 
4.0 ps. The computed results presented here arc based on the system parameters of this 
experimental work. Although the computer study presented here was for studying of pulse 
shaping without predicting o f the ultimate pulse width, this model shows qualitatively 
through 40 round trips, the evolution of the mode-locking process and the pulse width
Figure 3. 'Phe pulsc-widih number of round inps,
sharpening m echanism  causing  the decrease o f  the m ode-locked pulse w idth 
(Figures 2 and 3).
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